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In the last virtual class of 2020, we will look back on everything that we have learned
about volcanoes and evolution over the past several months. You’ll be able to test
yourself with quizzes on each topic, and then tackle a hands-on challenge: building your
own volcano or designing your own organism!
Because these are quite large tasks, we’re giving you the entire winter holiday to complete
them, with the competition deadline in January. Remember, top entries have the chance
to win prizes!
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release date: 2 December 2020
competition deadline: 13 January 2021

COMPETITIONS & PRIZES

We encourage you to participate in as many competitions as you
can, but they are not compulsory. After the deadline for each
competition, 2 winners will be awarded with Amazon vouchers
and top entries will be published on Inspire Digital.
How to submit your entry:
• Complete your competition entry and make sure it follows the
guidelines listed for that competition
• Fill out the competition cover sheet
• Email your entry and your cover sheet to us at
inspire@sjc.ox.ac.uk

The deadline for all competition entries for Class 5 is 5pm on
Wednesday 13 January 2021.

COMPETITIONS:

Competition 9: Make your own volcano..................................... 3
Competition 10: Create your own organism............................... 5
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WHAT IS THE POWER OF
A VOLCANO?

QUIZ: WHAT IS THE POWER OF
A VOLCANO?

During the Virtual Summer School in August and in
the first two virtual classes of this term, we have
examined this question from the perspective of
a number of different subjects. We learned about
the effects of volcanoes on their surroundings,
from plants and animals to human society. We
have also looked at responses to volcanic eruptions
throughout history, from Pompeii to modern day
music and art. If you want to review any of these
subjects, you can do so on the ‘What is the power of
a volcano?’ section of Inspire Digital.

So you think you know some things about volcanoes…
Now’s your chance to test yourself – take this short
quiz to see what you have learned through this
past summer’s Virtual Summer School and the past
term’s online classes!

TO THE QUIZ

OXPLORE: ARE EXPLOSIONS
ALWAYS DESTRUCTIVE?
Oxplore is the ‘Home of Big Questions’ and it aims
to engage those from 11 to 18 years with debates
and ideas that go beyond what is covered in the
classroom. Big questions tackle complex ideas across
a wide range of subjects and draw on the latest
research undertaken at Oxford. Click the image to
the right to explore this question!
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COMPETITION 9: MAKE YOUR
OWN VOLCANO
Watch the video linked below from the Natural History Museum, which shows
you how to make your own volcano using household items that you probably
have sitting around at home. Then follow the recipe on the website, and record
a short video of your volcanic eruption (maximum 2 minutes).

a note on safety: Be sure to do this outside, as this project can get quite
messy! Take care when handling the eruption ingredients and stand back when
watching the eruption to make sure you don’t get any in your eyes.

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT
YOUR ANSWER
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WHY DOES EVOLUTION MAT TER?

In the last two virtual classes, we turned to a new question: Why
does evolution matter? We’ve all learned about evolution and natural
selection as biological concepts, but the principles of evolution can help
us understand much more than just biology. Using evolution as a
metaphor, we have considered artificial intelligence, language
change and music. There is so much more left to learn on this
topic – keep an eye on the ‘Why does evolution matter?’
section of the Inspire Digital website for new articles on
this topic next term!

QUIZ: WHY DOES EVOLUTION MAT TER?

Now’s your chance to challenge yourself – take this short quiz to see how
much you know! We’ve covered many of these questions in the past two
virtual classes, but you might have to do some research of your own to
answer the rest!

TO THE QUIZ

OXPLORE: ARE HUMANS RUINING THE EARTH?
Oxplore is the ‘Home of Big Questions’ and it aims to engage those from
11 to 18 years with debates and ideas that go beyond what is covered in
the classroom. Big questions tackle complex ideas across a wide range of
subjects and draw on the latest research undertaken at Oxford. Click the
image below to explore this question!
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COMPETITION 10: CREATE YOUR
OWN ORGANISM
Watch the video below about the Avalon explosion, a rapid diversification of
life which occurred around 575 million years ago. The fossil record shows that
during this era, unusual multicellular organisms appeared - some of which
are nothing like anything alive today! Select one of the Avalon organisms
described, and build a model of the organism out of recyclable materials.
You can also take a look at the Oxford University Museum of Natural History’s
virtual 3D models of similar organisms for inspiration!

Your competition entry should consist of a photo of your model, as well as a
100-word description of the organism and how you have chosen to portray it.

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT
YOUR ANSWER
Oxford Museum of Natural History
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ST JOHN’S COLLEGE
LIBRARY OPENS
VIRTUALLY
St John’s College Library has collected
and preserved manuscripts, early printed
books, and personal papers for 465 years,
and now it is opening virtually for you to
explore from home! On the library’s new
website, we want to open our collections
for you, in the hope that you’ll find them
as fascinating, intriguing and enjoyable as
we do.
You can even experience our collections
in a new light, from colouring outlines to
quizzes. Can you see if a text is printed or
handwritten? Do you recognise languages
even if you can’t read them? If you are
after a relaxing, creative way to engage
with the St John’s collections, this one
is for you: our Library team have turned
images from our historic collections into
colouring sheets and puzzles for you to
complete at home.
Click here to explore the library virtually!
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